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gunvolt rides his own personal exo-skeleton and even has a collection of them. there are
two armor-like exoskeletons found in his room: the blue soul armor which originally

belonged to dio and the black soul armor which he has modified and upgraded. he is
capable of equipping them and switching between them at will. in addition to the blue and

black soul armor, he has a custom-built armor that is reflective of the soul system, the
original army armor gunvolt fought with and against in the future foundation's battles

against eden. an upgraded, more powerful version of the army armor, the armored army
armor is more hulking and has a more substantial appearance. gunvolt's two different

guns in the game are his sun pistol which shoots two beams of light and a stronger
version known as his aqua beam which projects a wall of water on the enemy. while the

sun gun has its uses against light opponents, such as the zombies, the aqua beam
becomes more useful against the stronger opponents. in addition to using his guns, he is
able to unleash a powerful wave of electricity, the thunder wave which can be charged up

over time and be the final blow against certain opponents and is able to single-hit with
100% damage, making it the strongest attack in the game. manicou was once a skilled

technician of the muse (a powerful android created by the sumeragi institute) in the same
manner as crono's father is in chrono trigger. having knowledge of how the muse work,

she sought to make her way into its core, coming into conflict with the sumeragi founder,
reshma who only wanted to serve as the muse's overseer. the two eventually came into

conflict and manicou was sent to prison as a result. however, after she was set free,
manicou betrayed the sumeragi institute and began work for the new kindred (a group of

terrorists with a strong antagonism to the sumeragi institute) and still has some
knowledge of how the muse work, despite the fact that she has only served under eden's

command. she is fluent in both english and french.
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